Use the words in capitals to form a new word that fits into each blank!

1. Many people get ___________ from watching sport instead of actively exercising. (PLEASE)
2. She had a very disturbing ___________. Nobody really cared about her. (CHILD)
3. The city is really ___________ during the springtime. (ATTRACT)
4. If you want to become an actor or actress, you have to be able to ___________ sentences. (MEMORY)
5. They stared at him in ___________. Nobody said a word. (SILENT)
6. The Queen gave him an award for his ___________. (BRAVE)
7. If you want to be a professional ___________, you have to practice several hours a day. (MUSIC)
8. This needs more explanation so let’s ___________ it a bit. (SIMPLE)
9. Our ___________ to America was cancelled because of bad weather. (FLY)
10. You need the right ___________ in order work in the IT business. (QUALIFY)
11. They tried hard but couldn’t find a ___________ to the problem. (SOLVE)
12. Jack took part in the school swimming ___________ last week. (COMPETE)
13. Young people think ___________ music is rather dull and boring. (CLASSIC)
14. Cats are very ___________ animals. (PLAY)
15. Don’t be so ___________ with your briefcase. Someone could steal it. (CARE)
16. The team’s ___________ was postponed until Monday evening. (DEPART)
17. In the world of streaming media hardly anyone has a CD ___________ anymore. (COLLECT)
18. Flight ___________ are not as helpful as the were some time ago. (ATTEND)
19. The answer is ___________. You must have made a mistake somewhere. (CORRECT)
20. You must read the ___________ first before you begin putting the machine together. (INSTRUCTIONS)
21. You don’t have any ___________. You have to go to the meeting. (CHOOSE)
22. I’ve only been learning Chinese for a year, so I’m really a ___________ (BEGIN).
23. This chair is rather ___________. Would you like to sit in that one over there? (COMFORT)
24. They have a special entrance for ___________ visitors. (ABLE)
25. My sister was full of ___________ for the plan I had come up with. (ADMIRE)
1. Many people get **pleasure** from watching sport instead of actively exercising. *(PLEASE)*
2. She had a very disturbing **childhood**. Nobody really cared about her. *(CHILD)*
3. The city is really **attractive** during the springtime. *(ATTRACT)*
4. If you want to become an actor or actress, you have to be able to **memorise** sentences. *(MEMORY)*
5. They stared at him in **silence**. Nobody said a word. *(SILENT)*
6. The Queen gave him an award for his **bravery**. *(BRAVE)*
7. If you want to be a professional **musician**, you have to practice several hours a day. *(MUSIC)*
8. This needs more explanation so let's **simplify** it a bit. *(SIMPLE)*
9. Our **flight** to America was cancelled because of bad weather. *(FLY)*
10. You need the right **qualifications** in order work in the IT business. *(QUALIFY)*
11. They tried hard but couldn't find a **solution** to the problem. *(SOLVE)*
12. Jack took part in the school swimming **competition** last week. *(COMPETE)*
13. Young people think **classical** music is rather dull and boring. *(CLASSIC)*
14. Cats are very **playful** animals. *(PLAY)*
15. Don't be so **careless** with your briefcase. Someone could steal it. *(CARE)*
16. The team's **departure** was postponed until Monday evening. *(DEPART)*
17. In the world of streaming media hardly anyone has a CD **collection** anymore. *(COLLECT)*
18. Flight **attendants** are not as helpful as they were some time ago. *(ATTEND)*
19. The answer is **incorrect**. You must have made a mistake somewhere. *(CORRECT)*
20. You must read the **instructions** first before you begin putting the machine together. *(INSTRUCTIONS)*
21. You don't have any **choice**. You have to go to the meeting. *(CHOOSE)*
22. I've only been learning Chinese for a year, so I'm really a **beginner** *(BEGIN)*.
23. This chair is rather **uncomfortable**. Would you like to sit in that one over there? *(COMFORT)*
24. They have a special entrance for **disabled** visitors. *(ABLE)*
25. My sister was full of **admiration** for the plan I had come up with. *(ADMIRE)*